
Times Recognition Report – 01/06/2020

128 meets loaded to SWIMS since 9/1/2019 season start.  (6 approved, 0 observed, 122 sanctioned)

Note: putting a combo SCY-LCM meet into SWIMS is complicated and time consuming (Kevin Perry).  
This process is not straightforward.

Added times for international meets thru Tim Husson from: Japan, China, Israel, Slovakia, and Spain 

Generated approximately 200 vertical cut files for Age Group Chair, Mike Cody to be used to generate a 
Hy-tek Team Manager file for Festival entries. 

Times Recon for the SBSC, GWSC, PST WAG meets and for all three Last Ditch entries for the WAG 
meets.   Times Recon for Sectionals, Kevin Perry, and a couple LCM dual Senior meets.   Times Recon 
for SCS/LKWD Sr Regionals. 

Provide training/assistance to a meet admin new to (National) OME. 

2020 Swim Guide was put on SCS Website on December 22 and was sent to SCS for print.  SCS Bylaws 
were added as Appendix "I" in both online and print editions. 

Time standards were developed and published for WAG, JAG, Spring JO and Summer JO, in SCY, LCM 
and SCM and published on the SCS website. 

BRW time standards were converted to SCM and published on the SCS website. 

SCS and National senior times were published on the SCS website. 

Various ad-hoc requests for intermediate splits and "missing" times (mostly CIF swimmers not 
registered at time of swim) to be added to SWIMS.   Various ad-hoc requests for vertical cut files for 
swimmers transferring between teams; also for CIF times for swimmers where TU couldn't be used to 
upload files for teams). 

Assisted a couple clubs who had TU/Hy-tek issues when two swimmers have identical first and last 
names (even if dob differs). 

Provided info to Officials Chairs that USA Swimming was mandating a no-times-loaded policy for 18+ 
athletes who failed to meet APT requirement in a sanctioned meet.  Policy was in place since June 2019 
but USA-S pulled the plug and began strict enforcement in November. 

Provided into to Officials Chairs that USA Swimming was (in December) implementing a per-meet report 
showing which meets/club/athletes did not have times loaded into SWIMS because of failure of 18+ 
athletes to meet APT requirement in a sanctioned meet. 

Reloaded about two dozen meets in November due to a programming error in SWIMS (relay load issue).
National had us pull and reload meets for a couple week time frame.

SCSRT SCY & LCM were updated and published September 30, October 31, November 30, and 
December 31 (monthly). 

SCS Records were updated and published September 30 and December 31 (quarterly). 


